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Three contemporary, humorous parables of a preacher who struggles with his need to

changeSam the preacher wonders what has gone wrong with his sermons. Are people still

listening? Well-known storyteller and communications professor Calvin Miller combines his

fiction writing with his insight into preaching to address the changes faced by today’s

preachers, especially the fact that contemporary congregations have shifted to a different way

of listening. How can Sam recover his passion for preaching?In this short, entertaining, story-

driven book, church leaders will see honest reflections of themselves. But the narrative humor

also provides a clever way to stimulate thought and discussion on how preachers and

preaching are changing. Some places in the story will lead to laughter, others will cause

readers to pause and reflect. But whatever the reaction, The Sermon Maker leaves the reader

encouraged and changed.Extensive commentary on the stories provides insight from the

author into the best ways to communicate. Just as the story in the tremendously popular Who

Moved My Cheese? impacted readers in the business world who were facing change, so this

book is designed as a quick but stimulating story for any church leader who preaches or is

concerned about the state of preaching today.

From the Back CoverThree contemporary, humorous parables of a preacher who struggles

with his need to changeSam the preacher wonders what has gone wrong with his sermons.

Are people still listening? Well-known storyteller and communications professor Calvin Miller

combines his fiction writing with his insight into preaching to address the changes faced by

today’s preachers, especially the fact that contemporary congregations have shifted to a

different way of listening. How can Sam recover his passion for preaching?In this short,

entertaining, story-driven book, church leaders will see honest reflections of themselves. But

the narrative humor also provides a clever way to stimulate thought and discussion on how

preachers and preaching are changing. Some places in the story will lead to laughter, others

will cause readers to pause and reflect. But whatever the reaction, The Sermon Maker leaves

the reader encouraged and changed.Extensive commentary on the stories provides insight

from the author into the best ways to communicate. Just as the story in the tremendously

popular Who Moved My Cheese? impacted readers in the business world who were facing

change, so this book is designed as a quick but stimulating story for any church leader who

preaches or is concerned about the state of preaching today.--This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorCalvin Miller (PhD Min, Midwestern Baptist

Theological Seminary) has served as a senior pastor in Omaha, as writer-in-residence and

professor of communications and homiletics at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary,

and now teaches at Beeson Divinity School. He is a poet, artist, novelist, and evangelist who

has written over forty books, including the Singer trilogy, Snow, Wind, Shade, The Book of

Jesus, and Into the Depths of God. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.THE PASSION AND THE

CALL PASTOR SAM WAS TIRED. Monday tired. He felt as though he had been skewered on

the white spire of his church. He was only in his thirties, but he felt old ... very old. He groaned

a little in remembering he was now too old for the chaplaincy. It was one of those Mondays

when he sometimes sang 'Be not dismayed whate'er betide, God will take care of you ' and

sometimes 'Don 't nobody bring me no bad news.' Emma Johnson was waiting for Sam just



inside his office. Emma ...no, Lord, not Emma ,begged Sam in silent desperation when he saw

her. But to ask that Emma not be in his office was like asking God to make St. Louis the capital

of Missouri. It was not going to happen. There she was Emma! Emma! Deep-set eyes, an

aquiline nose, and a Jeffersonian chin .Proud, stiff of spine, white orthopedic hose, and brown

Cuban heels. She was a relic left over from the cold war, a Balkan weight lifter who carried a

Bible big enough to frighten a Texas evangelist. Sincere and stout she was ---and the oracle of

God 's will for Sam 's life. Lord, I have the faith to remove a mountain and cast it into the depths

of the sea, prayed Sam, but please ...help Emma to be kind. But his prayer of hope died when

Emma said, 'Sam, I may not be the one to tell you this, but I feel that God has specifically told

me to tell you your preaching is boring.' There it was, the hand against the plaster ---MENE,

MENE,TEKEL,UPARSIN ---Sam 's sermon judgment was on the very wall where his hide

would soon be nailed. 'Gosh, Emma, thanks. One can never get enough good constructive

criticism, so don 't hold back; please tell me how you really feel.' 'All right! If you insist, Sam.

Preaching exists to get things done. It exists to help people catch a new view of their lives. It

serves to help people understand who God is and what he expects of them. Preaching should

not be namby-pamby; it should overwhelm people with the truth it tells, and it should overturn

their little lives with great new images of who they are and what God expects of them.' 'Emma,

could we talk about this later ...maybe next August?' 'Well, I never ...' she began but didn't

finish what it was that she never would do. Her eyes narrowed to slits and lasered a hole

through Sam 's dyspepsia. She turned on her Cuban heels and walked briskly away. The little

curls on the side of her head bobbed up and down in wrath. She was clearly offended. Sam felt

scathed by her frequent revelations from the Lord. Why did God never give her anything nice to

pass on to him? She was Sam 's apocalyptic angel, ever harping on his weaknesses and

trampling out the grapes of wrath. Still, Sam 's whole life seemed to be on hold. His preaching

was not going all that well, and Emma 's stern sermon appraisal had convinced him that the

angels were on her side and not his. He felt it had been a long time since he had preached any

great sermons. He knew he could never 'bless her socks off,' as the youth minister would say,

but if only he could preach her into culottes and pretty patent-leather pumps, maybe the Spirit

would fall in wind and fire. Still, he had to admit that Emma 's word 'boring ' had often come to

mind as he preached. He was boring, even to himself. It was the last and most lamentable

state of preachers.2 Sam felt there was no feeling worse than knowing your sermon was boring

as you were preaching it. It was horror to know your homiletic plane was going down in flames

and you were in the cockpit trying to land it where the wreckage wouldn't hurt anyone. If there

was anything worse than laying an egg in the pulpit on 'Well, I never ...' she began but didn't

finish what it was that she never would do. Her eyes narrowed to slits and lasered a hole

through Sam 's dyspepsia. She turned on her Cuban heels and walked briskly away. The little

curls on the side of her head bobbed up and down in wrath. She was clearly offended. Sam felt

scathed by her frequent revelations from the Lord. Why did God never give her anything nice to

pass on to him? She was Sam 's apocalyptic angel, ever harping on his weaknesses and

trampling out the grapes of wrath. Still, Sam 's whole life seemed to be on hold. His preaching

was not going all that well, and Emma 's stern sermon appraisal had convinced him that the

angels were on her side and not his. He felt it had been a long time since he had preached any

great sermons. He knew he could never 'bless her socks off,' as the youth minister would say,

but if only he could preach her into culottes and pretty patent-leather pumps, maybe the Spirit

would fall in wind and fire. Still, he had to admit that Emma 's word 'boring ' had often come to

mind as he preached. He was boring, even to himself. It was the last and most lamentable

state of preachers.2 Sam felt there was no feeling worse than knowing your sermon was boring



as you were preaching it. It was horror to know your homiletic plane was going down in flames

and you were in the cockpit trying to land it where the wreckage wouldn't hurt anyone. If there

was anything worse than laying an egg in the pulpit on Homily has to do with conversation, and

conversation is dialogue. Dialogue means two heads locked in the enchantment of relationship.

Sermons lose their force over listeners at the same rate at which they become boring.

Sermons were never intended to be one man alone piloting some supersonic exegesis.

Sermons are a squadron of need--- pastor and people all flying in formation and talking

together about the flight, even as they fly. John Stott observes: What is needed today then is

the same synthesis of reason and emotion, exposition and exhortation, as was achieved by

Paul.2 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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THE ARENA OF LIFEAll forms of communication are always being modified by those they

serve. Not long ago I attended a pastor’s conference and was struck again by the way that

preaching styles often remain tied to past forms. Why? Because preachers have not asked

themselves often enough, “How do contemporary audiences listen?” Many of the sermons I

heard at the conference were strong on exegesis—and they should be. They were strong on

what is generally called expository style—and they should be. But as I listened, I imagined

myself sitting in an audience one hundred years ago. Oddly, everything fit. In fact, it seemed to

fit most of the last century better than this one. The sermons were void of references to the age

in which we now live. This was particularly true of those preachers who had a heavy precept

outline style and used no current illustrations in conjunction with the ancient text.Biblical truth is

timeless. But the way each generation hears and appropriates truth is quite different. There are

at least four major translations of the Bible between us and the Bible writers: into Greek, into

Latin, into Elizabethan English, into modern English. Why translate at all? Because language is

fundamental to communication. It’s how we gather information.The midtwentieth century

produced a shift from the industrial age to the age of information. Jeremy Rifkin called this shift

the “emerging order.” Alvin Toffler referred to it as the “third wave.” Neil Postman called it a

passing from the age of print to the age of image. It is Postman’s wise observation, especially

in his Amusing Ourselves to Death, that bids the pulpit move from verbally driven sermons to

image-driven sermons.However you label our current postmodern, postliberal, post-

denominational world, preaching today must be postprecept. In a video-driven world, the wise

preacher will learn to preach in ways that lets the image do the talking.Modern

communications theorists agree that our brave new world hears best in megabytes of reason.

A thirty-minute sermon divided into three ten-minute points is not as effective as a thirty-minute

sermon divided into ten three-minute points. These three minutes David Buttrick calls

structures. We move the sermon’s contents better when we unload it in smaller packages. Yet

the sermons one hears at many evangelical pastor’s conferences still follow the older three-

point model.Most people hear stories better than they hear megabytes of truth framed in point-

driven logic. Perhaps this is why Jesus used them so often. Yet many preachers still seem

addicted to a plodding, logic-driven methodology. Metaphor is often entirely missing from such

sermons, yet every modern communications specialist agrees that we both “think and store” in

mental pictures.The myth still persists among many evangelicals that biblical exposition is

precept only. To left-brain expositors, stories are not exposition, and to suggest that they are is

to be “liberal.” In every homiletics class I teach there will usually be at least one student who

says, “Do you preach expository sermons or do you tell stories?” I remind them that Jesus told

stories and was a master of exposition. This usually quiets all but those who suffer from

massive pulpit trauma and homiletic dysfunction.This book sets out to address these

communication foibles. I realize that many of the most popular preaching books are always

titled something like Basic Expository Preaching and are subtitled How to Preach Biblical

Sermons with the Aid of the Holy Spirit to Motivate People to Salvation. I ask you to trust me

that our values are one in this matter. Could we simply take the importance of exposition for

granted? This book will indeed be aimed at helping us preach biblical sermons with the help of

the Holy Spirit. It does not ignore the fact that we should dig around with Hebrew and Greek

word studies and the insights of various commentaries. These things always have been and

always will be a part of good sermon study.I have written this book with many notes, to provide

the reader with good information on preaching. These notes are not necessary to the stories,



which stand on their own. But the notes can furnish the mind with strong arguments on the

subject of sermon preparation. Some readers might prefer to ignore the notes during a first

reading of the stories in order to better enjoy them without interruption, then go back and

reread the stories, this time also reading the notes as they come to them. Others might find it

easy enough to read the notes while reading the stories the first time through. One could even

read the stories without the notes and then go back and read the notes without the stories.

Read it whatever way works best for you.In this book I have set out to achieve a simple task: to

consider how we can marry exposition and metaphor in such a way that people will listen. Most

preaching books I pick up are books on how to write sermons. This one is about how people

hear them.Calvin MillerBirmingham, AlabamaThe SERMON MAKETALES OF A

TRANSFORMED PREACHERCALVIN MILLERCopyrightZONDERVANThe Sermon

MakerCopyright © 2002 by Calvin MillerAll rights reserved under International and Pan-

American Copyright Conventions. By payment of the required fees, you have been granted the

non-exclusive, non-transferable right to access and read the text of this e-book on-screen. No

part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, down-loaded, decompiled, reverse

engineered, or stored in or introduced into any information storage and retrieval system, in any

form or by any means, whether electronic or mechanical, now known or hereinafter invented,

without the express written permission of Zondervan.ePub Edition OCTOBER 2009

978-0-310-85634-4Requests for information should be addressed to:Zondervan, Grand

Rapids, Michigan 49530Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataMiller, Calvin.The
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CALLPASTOR SAM WAS TIRED. Monday tired. He felt as though he had been skewered on

the white spire of his church. He was only in his thirties, but he felt old…very old. He groaned a



little in remembering he was now too old for the chaplaincy. It was one of those Mondays when

he sometimes sang “Be not dismayed whate’er betide, God will take care of you” and

sometimes “Don’t nobody bring me no bad news.”Emma Johnson was waiting for Sam just

inside his office.Emma…no, Lord, not Emma, begged Sam in silent desperation when he saw

her. But to ask that Emma not be in his office was like asking God to make St. Louis the capital

of Missouri. It was not going to happen. There she was. Emma! Emma! Deep-set eyes, an

aquiline nose, and a Jeffersonian chin. Proud, stiff of spine, white orthopedic hose, and brown

Cuban heels. She was a relic left over from the cold war, a Balkan weight lifter who carried a

Bible big enough to frighten a Texas evangelist. Sincere and stout she was—and the oracle of

God’s will for Sam’s life. Lord, I have the faith to remove a mountain and cast it into the depths

of the sea, prayed Sam, but please…help Emma to be kind.But his prayer of hope died when

Emma said, “Sam, I may not be the one to tell you this, but I feel that God has specifically told

me to tell you your preaching is boring.”There it was, the hand against the plaster—MENE,

MENE, TEKEL, UPARSIN—Sam’s sermon judgment was on the very wall where his hide

would soon be nailed.“Gosh, Emma, thanks. One can never get enough good constructive

criticism, so don’t hold back; please tell me how you really feel.”“All right! If you insist, Sam.

Preaching exists to get things done. It exists to help people catch a new view of their lives. It

serves to help people understand who God is and what he expects of them. Preaching should

not be namby-pamby; it should overwhelm people with the truth it tells, and it should overturn

their little lives with great new images of who they are and what God expects of them.”1“Emma,

could we talk about this later…maybe next August?”“Well, I never…” she began but didn’t finish

what it was that she never would do. Her eyes narrowed to slits and lasered a hole through

Sam’s dyspepsia.She turned on her Cuban heels and walked briskly away. The little curls on

the side of her head bobbed up and down in wrath. She was clearly offended. Sam felt scathed

by her frequent revelations from the Lord. Why did God never give her anything nice to pass on

to him? She was Sam’s apocalyptic angel, ever harping on his weaknesses and trampling out

the grapes of wrath.Still, Sam’s whole life seemed to be on hold. His preaching was not going

all that well, and Emma’s stern sermon appraisal had convinced him that the angels were on

her side and not his. He felt it had been a long time since he had preached any great sermons.

He knew he could never “bless her socks off,” as the youth minister would say, but if only he

could preach her into culottes and pretty patent-leather pumps, maybe the Spirit would fall in

wind and fire. Still, he had to admit that Emma’s word “boring” had often come to mind as he

preached. He was boring, even to himself. It was the last and most lamentable state of

preachers.2 Sam felt there was no feeling worse than knowing your sermon was boring as you

were preaching it. It was horror to know your homiletic plane was going down in flames and

you were in the cockpit trying to land it where the wreckage wouldn’t hurt anyone. If there was

anything worse than laying an egg in the pulpit on Sunday, it was having Emma serve it to you

scrambled on Monday.But how had boring come to be Sam’s adjective?Sam had been out of

seminary for only seven years. Now he had begun to wonder where all those feelings he once

had for God had gone. He could remember, somewhere—way back before his graduation, far

beyond his arrival at his first church—that his old homiletics professor had said, “It is not

possible to preach a vital sermon about God when God is somewhere beyond us, out past the

borders of our everyday lives.”3Back then, the statement seemed academic. He had first run

into the idea in seminary. But then, seminary was the place for academic statements. You really

didn’t need to know how to relate in seminary; you only had to talk about how to relate.But now

Sam couldn’t afford to be academic. He was fighting for his very life. His sermons were boring.

God must have been the first to notice it. Now he knew it. Worst of all, Emma knew it. God,



being compassionate, would tell no one, but Emma was quite different from God in these

matters.But why was Sam boring? He was working hard to make his sermons interesting. He

was always “on the make” for a great quote, a fascinating word study, a powerful set of

statistics, a refreshing insight from some other preacher’s boring cassette. He kept telling

himself that if he worked hard enough on such things, preaching would get easier. But try as he

might, he had not been able to come up with any kind of sermon preparation that would make

a sermon really work for him. Everything he wrote looked good on paper but felt wooden when

he read it out loud.Sam couldn’t help feeling that the reason for his boring homilies was that he

had lost something more important than mere sermon preparation. He had laid by something

more fundamental. He had lost the rapport he once felt with God. There was a hole in the

center of his relationship with God. He needed back that old zeal he had mislaid. But try as he

might, he just had no idea where he had mislaid it and therefore no idea how to pick it up

again.4The week moved on. Tuesday was nicer to Sam. It was always nicer than Monday.

Tuesday gave Sam reason to hope. Emma didn’t come; God seemed compassionate.

Wednesday was better than Tuesday, Thursday than Wednesday, and so on. Then dawned

Saturday! Next to Monday, Saturday was the dark day of the week. Saturday was the day when

sermons wouldn’t finish themselves. When preachers doubted. Saturdays and Mondays were

Sundays’ bookends. On Saturday preachers were neurotic planning what they would say, and

on Monday they were neurotic for having said it.On Saturday evening Sam took his usual stroll

through the empty sanctuary. The room seemed warm and friendly. Then he looked at the

place where Emma would sit to grade his sermon. Emma’s pew! His stomach knotted. He

reached in his pocket for the roll of antacids that had become nearly as essential as his notes

in preaching. He imagined the church full of people. There were two things which actually

frightened him. The people and the pulpit. It was a recipe for terror.Why was he so afraid of the

people of his parish? When they were sick or in the hospital, they welcomed him as a kind of

physician who would bless them with prayer and wisdom. When he met them at wedding

rehearsals, they gave him cake and punch and seemed altogether civil. When he visited them

in their homes, they were downright gracious. But when they filled the hardwood pews on

Sunday, they were a giant jury handing him his life sentence of doing time in the pulpit.5Sam

wanted to instruct them. He wanted to enlighten them, to inform them, to make them wise in

the ways of the Bible. But no matter how much he dedicated himself to this task, they always

seemed to be camped across the universe.Over the recent months, Sam’s audience fears had

come to focus on the pulpit. Pulpits were fearsome furniture indeed.6 They called those who

stood behind them to appear to be patriarchs and prophets lately descended from the

presence of the Almighty. Sam hated the image because he felt he could never live up to it. If

the pulpit was there to change him into Amos or Jeremiah or Isaiah, it failed. It only made him

all the more aware that those who were arrogant enough to stand behind the sacred desk

immediately labeled themselves incompetent. Who could, by merely standing behind a box, be

transformed into an otherworldly oracle of God? Here preachers were to gird up their

insecurities and say “Presto! Kerusso” and be changed from a mewling minister to a nuclear

Nehemiah, fearless and fiery.The whole idea was to thump the box, speak for God, and remain

a real human being. Did Elijah go through this? How does any preacher wind up such a blend

of acid and aspartame, Amos of Tekoa and Schuller of Garden Grove? When a preacher is too

much a fiery prophet, children won’t sit by him at casserole dinners. When he is too much a

human being, they won’t trust him to explain the Revelation to them. He must speak with the

authority of Kittel and yet be conversant in the Second Coming novels his people all read.But

Sam’s particular pulpit was a bad place to think well of himself. Sam stopped in the darkness



and studied the pulpit. It was an oaken obscenity! “It always demanded so much more of me

than I could ever deliver,” Sam said aloud. He said it so aloud that he felt a twinge of fear that

someone—the janitor or some unexpected parishioner—might have overheard his lament. But

the sanctuary was quiet. And so he stood and faced the pulpit, studying it, scrutinizing it,

measuring it.It was called the MacArthur pulpit.It had a little brass plate that read, “Given by

the friends of George MacArthur, in loving memory.” The plate, however, was all that was little

about it. The pulpit itself was a battleship. Made of solid oak, its heavy moldings descended

eastward and westward in impregnable battlements. Every sermon preached behind it seemed

smaller than it was. When the sermons were strong, its liturgical lumber seemed to shout,

“See, I told you so!” When the sermons were poor, the pulpit’s haughty hardwood railed against

Sam’s weak oratory and sneered upon his littleness.Sam preached from this mighty fortress,

born fifty years before him when the Matterhorn had mated with a logging truck. He wearied of

its almighty carpentry. To really be heard, he had to out-shout the lumber that stood between

himself and his needy people. To be seen, he had to walk to the side of it. But whichever way

Sam moved, it was a long walk. Its central bulwark stood four feet, seven inches tall. But its

remaining towers fell off in wing walls that left the whole frigate six centimeters short of

paralysis.It was Fort Wilderness with a cross on it.It was the Titanic of God, unsinkable,

eternal.But oh, was it steadfast!7It was just the place for God’s Word. It never lied. And it never

told the truth quietly. It always thundered, frightening sinners into confession and numbing little

children into peeping out from behind their parents to have a fearful peek at God. Sam wished

it smaller, but it had been given to the church by Emma’s grandparents shortly after World War

I, in honor of George MacArthur, who had died in the service.Even as Sam looked at the pulpit,

he felt inadequate. In less than fifteen hours he would have to stand behind the wood and

preach the sermon that was lying on his desk. He fell to his knees in the empty sanctuary and

said, “Miserere Domine!”8
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Brad Sloan, “Angel's Unaware, Preacher's Unaware, Becoming Aware!. This is one of those

books I need to read during seminary although I probably wouldn't have received it's greatness

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/LAdRX/The-Sermon-Maker-Tales-of-a-Transformed-Preacher


at the time. It is a book I wish I'd read my first week as a pastor, although I probably wouldn't

have received it's greatness at the time. But, now that I've pastored a short piece, I'm glad I

bought this book and I will read it again! Calvin Miller helps make pastors aware of the gap

between a cognitive grasp of preaching and the real world of Sunday through Monday ministry.

Highly recommended reading for pastor's and those who teach preaching!”

JoinTeamUnstoppable, “wonderful read!!!. If you're a pastor or in ministry this is a wonderful

read. You won't regret your purchase! I read it in one night, short, engaging, thought provoking,

valid...  buy it, read it.”

Benjamin Potter, “Preacher, Read This Book, Be Inspired. At a recent conference I had

opportunity to rub elbows with one of my favorite Christian authors--Calvin Miller. A long time

pastor, educator and writer, Miller embodies many of the characteristics I want when I grow up

to be a real preacher. One of the best things that Miller does is communicate. And he has a

desire to see all preachers do that better and better. And so he has created some short

volumes to inspire the pastor to be the best pastor he can be. This is the first of those

volumes.One of the great things about reading Miller is that you never know what you're going

to get--much like Forest Gump's proverbial box of chocolates. Within the 150 or so pages of

this book you will encounter the fictional story of Sam, the beleaguered pastor who is

rediscovering how his call to preach can take him beyond the typical mundanity (I know, I know:

not a word) of three points and a poem cleverly alliterated for ease in memorization. Sam

inspires the minister to re-visit his calling and so refresh his exposition.The story of Sam is

worth the price of admission in and of itself, especially as he interacts with Sermoniel the Angel

of Homiletics. But Miller throws in commentary that allows the reader to dive deeper into the

why of preaching via the story pattern. And the author puts a cherry on top of his sweet volume

by including scholarly endnotes, if only to prove that he did his homework in the writing.I must

admit, I almost passed up this book because of the unorthodox packaging - story on the right-

hand page, commentary on the left, with notes at the end of the book - but once I got into the

reading, I found it wasn't distracting at all. I also found that this design allowed to read just the

story for continuity's sake; just the commentary for clarification; or combine the reading to see

how each relates to the other.My recommendation for this book goes out to pastors who are

caught in the grind of weekly cranking out lackluster sermons, to those who are looking for a

new take on the old art of sermon-writing that will bring life back to their pulpit ministry, or to

ministers who find themselves being weighed down by the monotony of taking on their own

"Emma Johnsons" week after week. If you'd like to see your pastor revive the life in his

sermons, you might consider gifting him this book.5 out of 5 reading glasses.--Benjamin Potter,

May 25, 2010”

Darryl Dash, “The best book on preaching I've read. This book is absolutely the best book on

preaching I've read. It came at just the right time in my life, and tackled issues in my life that

needed attention.Calvin argues that good sermons don't come from just good preparation or

homiletical practice. They come from a life well lived. "Great preaching only grows out of the

soil of great lives." He tackles the issues of passion, the draining nature of pastoral work, and

the preacher's pride. I plan on re-reading this book often.If you've ever felt that something is

missing in your preaching, but you couldn't quite put your finger on it, this book is for you.”

The book by Calvin Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 11 people have provided feedback.
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